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Hamiltonian structures for the 
heavy top&plasmas 
Our purpose is to discuss lhe use of symmetry groups In a study of the 
chaotic dynamics of a heavy top and the Hamiltonian structure of the equa-
tions of plasma physics. 
TIlE FREE RIGID BODY 
We begin by presenting the equations of a free rigid body. The body is 
assumed to rotate freely about Its center of mass and have a fixed angular 
velocity vector w seen by an observer fixed on the body. The body angular 
llIIllIIentWII m Is defined by 
where 1· dlag(lI'I Z,1 3) Is a diagonal matrix coming from the moment of 
Inertia tensor. Assuming that II > IZ > 13, Euler's equations written in 
tenns of mare: 
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-Invarlance of 12 In time follows directly from the Identity 
ill + ilZ + il3 • 0 ilnd Invarlance of II follows from the Identity 
a a II 
1+ 2. 3"0 
'lI21J . 
The trajectories of (1) are given by Intersecting the ellipsoids II" 
constant from (3) with spheres t· constant from (Z). For distinct moments 
of Intertla the flow on the sphere has saddle points at (O,tl,O) and 
centers at (1t,O,O), (O,O,tt). The saddles are connected by four heter-
ocllnlc orbits, as Indicated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The spherical phase space of the rigid body for fixed total 
angular momentum t "/ 1tl1
Z 
t m/ + m/ ; 11 > IZ > 13 
The orbits are explicitly known In tenns of elliptic and hyperbolic func-
tions. For example, the heteroclinlc orbits lie in the invariant planes. 
and are given by 
mlt(t) • tR.~ sech (- la 1"3 ttl 
1tl2+(t) D it tanh (- la la3 ttl 
Itll+(t) "t~ sech (- Iiiii ttl 
for m3 " ~ 1111 and by 
for Itl" 
(Note that a l > O. a3 > 0 "nd a2 < 0). This may be checked by direct 
computation or by consulting one of the classical texts. 
We now introduce a Poisson Bracket for equation (I). Given functions 
F,G:RJ + R we define 
IF .GJ(m) " ·m • ('IF x fiG) (4) 
ThiS makes R3 into a Poisson manifold. This means that on (w( IRJ ), the 
SOIOoth functions on IR3, the bracket (,} Is a Lie algebra II .} Is 
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re~1 billne~r, skew symmetric and verifies Jacobi's Identity) and Is a 
derivation In each of F and 6. later we shall explain where this bracket 
comes fl"Olll In group theoretic terms: /lere tlte group is SOIl) and III lives 
In SO(3)·; ml, the dual of the lie algebra of SO(3). Bya straight-
forward calcul~tlon one can verify that (1) Is equivalent to 
F a If,G) (5) 
THE IIEAVY TOP 
We now turn our attention to tlte heavy toP. I.e., a rigid body moving above 
a fixed point and under the Influence of gravity. We let A be a given 
rotation In SO(3) with corresponding Euler angles denoted (~.~,o). The 
conjugate momenta are denoted p.,p~,po so that (.,~,o,p.'Pt'Po) coordl-
natlze T· SOIl). We let III denote the body angular momentum and let 
v Q A-I k where k Is tlte unit vector along the spatial z-axis. We assume 
that the center of mass Is at (O,o,t) when A Is Identity. Coordinates 
for the vectors (m,v) are most conveniently expressed In the body co-
ordinate system; see Figure 2. 
The ph&se space for the heavy top Is 1·50(3). The system has, however 
an 51 symnetry corresponding to rotations about the z-axis. A claSSical 
process called reduction enables one to eliminate two of the six variables. 
(Reduction is described In Arnold (1978) and In Abraham and Marsden [1976).) 
One gets a reduced space for each value of the angular momentum about the 
z-axis. One can sl~w (see Marsden, Ratlu and Weinstein (1982) and refer-
ences therein) that the reduced spaces for the heavy top are sympletlcally 
diffeomorphic to T·S2 and to a coadjolnt orbits for the semi-direct 
product 50(3) x m1 ; I.e •• for lhe Euclidean group E3• The lie algebra 
of E3 Is denoted e3 a 50(3) x m
3
• The mapping gIving this 
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1 
Figure Z. 
.( 
y 
(O,O,i) 
/ (b) 
The heavy rigid body. Illustration space (x,y,z) and 
body (1,2.3) coordinates, and the Euler angles (t.~,O). 
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dlffeomorphl~ Is 
Tables In lIoll!les and HIIrdsen (198)J ghe ellpllclt fOl'lllUiae relating these 
quantities Ind summarize the relationships between the "Euler angle" spaces 
and the co-adjoint spaces. A suitable bracket for functions of (m.v) is 
given by 
Like (4). (6) Is a special case of a general construction for Lie groups 
that will be explained below. The Poisson bracket equations are 
i " iF.G) 
where the Hamiltonian II Is given by 
) III 2 
lI(m.v) "~ t =i: + Mgt,,) j"l J 
dnd " Is the total mass. These equations yield 
_ m)v2 m2vl 
VJ"I) - I Z 
_ IIIlv) IIIJvI 
v2 " -..- - IJ 
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(7) 
One can check that these are equivalent to the classical equations of a 
heavy top; see Holmes and HIIrsden r 1982). This description of the heavy·top 
In also found In Guillemin and Sternberg 11980). 
The foregoing system has Ilvll Ind p~. m·v as constants of motion. 
This r~flects the conservation law p~" constant and the preservation of 
the co-adjoint orbits by the equations. The conditions Ilvll· I and 
a-v • p~ a constant aho provide the identification of tlte co-adjoint orbit 
Nlth T"52• indeed. Ilvll· 1 describes the unit sphere 52 and m·v· 
2 p~ specifies III as a Iinelr functional on the unit sphere normal to 5 
leaving " restricted to Tv52 free. Thus m determines by restriction 
an element of T~52. The coordinates 8.~ are essentially spherical co-
ordinates on 52. 
We discuss the Lagrange top in this framework. For 11· '2 we yet an 
additional 51 symnetry. namely Invarlance under rotations about the )-allis. 
This 5' action corresponds to the S' action of rotation throu9h 1/' in 
the Euler angle picture. Also the momentum map can be readily checked to 
be just IIIJ . As with the free rigid body. the Lagranye top has a homocllnlc 
orbit that has an explicit expression In terms of hyperbolic functions. 
For the case of a nearly synllU!trlc toP. we have: 
theorem (liames and HIIrdscli ! 19831): !!. 11"3 Is sufficiently lar~. 
'2 • " + E and 1:) 0 Is sufficiently small. then the Ilamiltonian system 
for heavy top has transvs!~lllOcllnlc orbits (close to the homocllnlc 
orbit for e' 0) ~.!!.!ncare map for the IjI variable on each energy 
surface for ". constant In a certain open interval. 
The proof of this theorem involves Integrating the Poisson bracket 
I"O.II,} where II' 110 • til, • 0(e2) around the IIoaIoclinic orbl t for the 
lagrange top. These techniques are based on Helnikov [1963J. 
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One concludes that the heavy top close to the $~tric top has no ana-
lytic Integrals other than the energy and angular ~ntWD about the vertl-
ca I axis. 
Transverse IKXnOcllnlc orbits Implies the presence of Smale horseshoes. 
Thus, In the mot ton of a nearly s~etrlc heavy top, the dynamics is complex, 
having periodic orbits of arbitrarily high periods and aperiodic orbits 
embedded in an Invariant Cantor set and so the systelll admits no additloll41 
analytical Integrals. 
Further examples of Hamiltonian systems are provided by Euler's equations 
for perfect fluids (see Marsden and Weinstein [19B2b) and Marsden, Ratlu 
and Weinstein (1982) for details). In the Incompressible case the analogue 
of m for the free rigid body is the vorticity wand the bracket Is 
r aF aG (F,G) g Jaw'la; , a,., I (B) 
where 6ft&. Is the functional derivative and , ] Is the Lie bracket 
of vector fields. In the compressible case the bracket on functions of the 
momentum density m Q pu and the density p Is 
(F G) QL [af aG) +f[3F • UG _ 6G t§!.] • 
• III 3m' am p am tSp 6m 6p {l 
(9) 
The dynamics of the Incompressible case is analogous to that In the rigid 
body and that of the compressible case parallels that of the heavy top. 
Other eumples are provided by the MIlD equations .lnd the plasma equations 
described below. 
LIE-POISSON BRACKETS 
W~ now discuss generalities on bracket structures associated to Lie groups. 
Let G be a Lie group and I!oJ be its Lie algebra. For 1,;. 'I < t;J, £I; .11 1 
* denotes the Lie bracket of I,; and q. Let :I denote the dual space of 
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of &J. for f:,. .. IR and the variable In 6J denoted by II, define 
* 6F/611: 'tJ ... ~ by 
DF(II)'v " <v, ~~> 
where < • > denotes the pairln9 between ~ and !IJ and Of (II): ~~ IR 
Is the usual Frechet derivative. It is understood that aF/all Is evaluated 
It the point p. The Lie-POisson bracket of tNO functions f.G: ~ .. IR Is 
defined by 
of 6G (f,G) ~ -<II. [6\1 • 6 .. ) > (10) 
The bracket defines a Poisson structure. This can proved directly or by 
understanding the relationship Of (10) with canonical brackets described 
below -- see formulo (12). from the latter, It h obvious that one obtains 
I Poisson structure. Tile bracket (10) Is due to S. Lie (1890). p. 235, 294. 
The Klrilov-Kostant-Souriau theorem asserts that orbits of the co-adjoint 
* representation In ~ are symplectic manifolds. See Arnold [191B) or 
• Abraham and Marsden [191B) for the proof. Thus, ~ is a disjoint union 
of symplectic manifolds. 
defined by 
for F,G: 
(f,G)(II) • (flo ,GI )(ul II II 
* 
IR. a Poisson bracket Is thus 
( ll) 
"here II~!, 0Il Is the orbit through p. flOl1 Is the restriction of F 
to 011' and ( .) on the right hand side of (II) Is the bracket on 011" 
lilts ruethod shows that the bracket (F,G) is degenerate; however. it deter-
mines a symplectic foliation on each leaf of which It Is nondegenerate. The 
leaves are just the co-adjoint orbits. 
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Another method of ascertaining the Poisson structure Is by extension. 
J 1\" * Given, F ,6: "" + JR extend tlleal to II14pS F ,G:T G + BI by left Invarlance. 
* 1\ " Then using the canonical bracket structure on T G, fonn (F,G). Finally, 
regarding ~ as T:G C T*G restrict to 11*: 
1\ " IF,GI a IF,G)I * 
9J 
(12) 
fonnulas (11) and (lZ) both give (10). (If left Invarlance Is replaced by 
right Invarlance, --" In (10) Is replaced by "t".) 
Both of the foregoing methods are related by reduction; I.e., the reduced 
• symplectic II14nlfolds for the action of G on T G by left translation are 
the co-adjoint orbits (Marsden and Weinstein (1974). 
MAXWELL's EQUATIONS 
In order to review and motivate reduction In more detail we shall now con-
sider the Hamiltonian description of Maxwell'S equations. As the configura-
tion space for Maxwell's equations, we take the space 1'(, of vector fields 
A on JR3. These are vector potentials related to the magnetic field 8 
by 8· 'I X A. (In the PlOre genera I s Ituat Ions of Yang-Hllh fields, one 
should replace <9( by the set of connections on a principal bundle). The 
corresponding phase space Is the cotangent bundle T~( with its canonical 
symplectic structure and a suitable function space topology. Elements of 
T~ may be Identified with pairs (A,Y) where Y Is a vector field den-
sit yon JR3. (We shall not distinguish Y and Ydx). The pairing between 
A's and Y's is given by Integration so that the canonical symplectic 
* structure w on T Is given by 
(13) 
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with the associated canonical Poisson bracket 
Choosing the Hamiltonian 
Hamilton's equations are easily computed to be 
.~ a curl curl A and ~: Q Y 
If we write 8 for curl A and E for -Y. the lIolDiltonlan becomes the 
USUiI I fi e I d energy 
.nd the equations (16) 1~ly two of Maxwell's vacuum equations 
6E 68 6t • curl 8 and 6t; -curl E 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
The two remaining Maxwell equations will appear as a consequence of gauge 
Invarlance. The gauge group 6 consists of real valued functions on ~3; 
the group operation Is addition. An element tjI. G acts on ~( by the rule 
A .. A t vtjl (lg) 
The translation (19) of A extends in a standard way to a canonical trans-
formation ("extended point transformation") of T~ given by 
(A,Y) .. (A + v""Yl (20) 
We notice that our Hamiltonian (15) Is Invariant under the transformation 
(20). This a Haws uS to use the gauge synmetries to reduce the number of 
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* degrees of freedom of our system. The action (20) of G on T~ has a 
AIOllIentum map J:T~( .. .( where the Lie algebra 8f of G 15 Identified 
with the real valued functions on mJ • This map J is associated to the 
symmetry group G in a way that generalizes the way conserved quantities 
are related, to symnetrles by Iwether's theorem In classical mechanics. We 
may determine J by a standard formula (Abraham and MarSden [1978]): for 
IjI • ~, 
< J (A,V),1jI > ~ f(Y'V+ldX ~ -J (dlv Y)~x 
Thus we may write 
J(A,V) g -dlv Y (21) 
If p Is an element of ttJ* (the denSities on IRl), J-l(p); (A,V) ( 
T~I dlv Y D -pl. In terms of E, the condition dlv Y D -p becomes the 
* Maxwell equation dlv E D p SO we may Interpret the el ements of &J as 
charge densities. By a general theorem of Marsden and Weinstein [1974J, the 
reduced manifold J- 1(p)/G has a naturally Induced symplectic structure. 
COIIlputatlon leads to the following. 
Proposition. The space J-l(p)/G can be Identified with Max D I(E,B)ldlv 
E • p, dlv 8 D 01 and the Poisson bracket on Max 15 given in terms of 
f 6f 6G 66 6F IF ,GI" (ar curl 60 - 6[ curl 68) dx 
Maxwell's equations with an ambient charge density p are Hamilton's 
equations for 
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(22) 
on the space/Max. 
The bracket (22) was first introduced, using a different argument, by 
Born and Infeld (1934j. 
TIlE HAXWELL-VlASOY EQUATlOflS 
We consider a plasma consisting of particles with charge e and mass III 
moving in Euclidean space mJ with positions x and velocities v. (for 
simplicity we consider only one speCies of particle - the case of several 
species of particles Ciln be treilted In an analogous fashion). let f(x,v,t) 
be the plasma density at time t, f(x,t) and B(x,t) the electric .,nd 
magnetic fieldS. The Haxwell-Ylasov eqUations are: 
(a) af t v. af t !(f t vxB). at D 0 
at ax m c av 
(b) ! aB a _ curl E 
c at 
(c) t ~~ a curl B - j, where j' ~ J vt(x,v, tIdy 
(d) div E 3 Pf' where Pf a e J f(x,v,t)dv 
(e) div B • 0 
letting c .. - leads to the Poisson-Vlasov equation: 
Idlere 
In what follows we shall set e' mac. 1. 
(23) 
(24) 
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The lIamll tonlan for the Maxwell-Vlasov system Is 
(;15) 
while that for the polsson-Vlasov equation Is 
The Poisson bracket for the Haxwell-Vlasov equation is as follows: 
{f ,G}( f ,E ,B) D f f {:~, :~} dx dv 
J{ 6F 6G 6G M} t 6E curl 6li - 6f curl 6Il dx 
t J {M. 6f 6G 6G 6f Af.'} 6£ • 6V 6T - 6f 6V' 6f dx dv (27) 
J [ il6F il6G] t B· - -f x - -= dx dv ilV 6 ilv 6f 
The bracket (27) is due to Marsden and Weinstein [l98Za) and Is based on 
reduction and an earlier attempt "by hand" by Morrison (1980). 
We are now ready to discuss the meaning of the first term Jf{6F ~}dXdV 6f' .sf 
In (27). In the absence of a magnetic field and normalizing the mass, we 
can Identify velocity with mnmentum. Thus we let m6 denote the usual 
position - a~mentum phase space with co-ordinates (x l ,K2,x3,Pl,P2,PJ) and 
symplectic structure Edx i ~ dPI' Let J denote the group of canonical 
transformations of m6 which have polynomial growth at Infinity In the 
womentum directions. The Lie algebra s of J consists of the Hamiltonian 
vector flleds on IR6 with polynomial growth In the IIIOIIIentum directions. 
lie shall identify elements of s with their generating functions so that 
consists of ~ functions on IR6 and the left Lie algebra structure Is 
given by (f,g) "{f,g}, the usual Poisson bracket on phase space. (See 
Abraham and M4rsden (19781). 
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• The dual space s can be Identified with tile dhtributioll dcn\!ties on 
6 R which are rapidly decredslng In the momentulII direction'. • lI'e P,II ri nq 
between h ($ and f (s· Is obtained by integration 
• As with any Lie algebra, the dual space s carries a Mlur41 lle·I'oisson 
structure. In (10) we change "-" to "t" since our syste.1l is d~1il inVdddnt. 
Then wi th ,. = f, (10) becomes 
(F,GHf) = <f, '*' ~J> • Jf t:~, *l dxdp 
are required. 
The second term In (27) Is the bracket for Maxwell's eqU4liC)n~ which haS 
been previously discussed .. see (22). We consequently turn our aUl'ntion 
to the last two terms In (27) which represent CGupl ing or inlerdct Ion. The 
IlalDlltonlan structure for the Haxwell-Vlasov system become\ ~imllll! II ~(! 
choose our variables to be densities on (x,p) space ,.th~r lllJn (.,v) 
space and elements (A,V). of T~. To avoid confusion with d«!n\HI,:\ on 
(.,v) space, we utilize the nOlation f~ for densitieS on ("'" "I'.ltC. 
The Poisson structure on s" x T't.c: is just the sum of lho\e on s' dnd 
• l"(: for functions r and C" of f A and' set 1lI0II\' • 
(ZH) 
and the lIamlltonlan Is just (25) written in tel1llS of the~e varlable\. lI~ing 
the classical relation between momemtum and velocity, p' v • A, w~ have 
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lI(fmom,A,y) a iflP - A(K)1 2fmom(K,P) dxdp 
t ~JIIYI2 t Icurl AI2)dK 
We observe that there is no coupling in the symplectic structure but there 
15 coupltng between f_ <lnd A in the first tel"lll of (29). 
. . . 
~. !J1e evolution equations r" (f,m for a function F !!!l S x T 
~ II given by (29) and ( ) by (28) are the equations (23a,b,c) with 
(23b) replaced by *" Y. 
The proof of this theorea is a straightforward verification. The con-
straints can, as in Harrison (19801, be regarded as subSidiary equations 
which are consistent with the evolution equations. Equations (23b and e) 
hold since B" curl A. We will now show that equation (2ld) expresses the 
fact that we are on the zero level of the momentum map generated by the 
gauge transformations. The corresponding reduced space decouples the energy, 
while coupling the symplectic structure. 
The work of Weinstein [1978] on the equations of motion for a particle in 
a Y4ng-"ills field uses the following gener<ll set-up. let u:P." be 
a principle G-bundle and Q a lIami Honlan G-sp4ce (or a Poisson manifold 
which Is a union of hamiltonian G-spaces). Then G acts on T·P and on 
Q, so It acts on Q x T-P (with the product symplectic structure). ThIs 
action has a _ntlllllillilp J and so may be reduced at 0: 
(30) 
The reduced manifold (30) CArries a symplectic (or Poisson, if Q was a 
• Poisson manifold) structure naturally induced from those of Q and 1 P. 
To obtain the phase space for an elementary particle In a Yan9-Hllls 
field one chooses P to be a G-bundle over l-space " and Q a co-adjoint 
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orbit for G (the Internal variables). The lIallllltonian Is constructed 
using a connection (I.e., a Yang-Hills field) for P. In the special case 
of electromagnetism, G" Sl and Q" (e) is a point. 
For the Vlasov-Maxwell systea we choose cur gauge bundle to be 
wliere H' (8 IdlY 8 = OJ, wi th G the gallge group described In the pre-
vious section. As In §3, let J denote the group of canonical transfonna-
tions of T-M(o 1R6). We can let Q be either the ~ymplectlc manifold T-, 
- . or the Poisson IIIiInHold s. It Is a little lDOre direct work with s. so 
we shall do this. 
We wish to specify an action of G on s· which, when combined with the 
action (20) on TOc, will leave the llamlltonlan (29) Invariant. A natural 
choice Is to let ",. G act by the (linear) map 
(ll) 
where 1-11",: 1R6 .. 1R6 Is the "l1lCIIlentUlll translation map· defined by· 
1"'1 '" (It, p) c (It, P - v <1'( It) ) • (32) 
It Is easy to verify that l-111j1 Is a canonical transformation, so It pre-
serves the ordinary Poisson bracket on 1R6. It follows that the map (31) 
preserves the Poisson structure on s*. A Simple caJcuJ~tlon gives: 
~. The action Df G !!!!. : defined by (31) and (l2) has a IDOmentum 
• * !!!!. J: s .. ItJ lI.1!!m....!!.t 
<J(f ),~> ~ off (x,p}~(x) dxdp mom mom (ll) 
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Le. 
J(fl!lOGl) D - ffllXllll(X,P) dp (34) 
The right band $ Ide of (34) is a density on 1R3 which we may denote by 
Pmom' 
Now we define the action of G on the product s* x T*o( by combining 
(31) and (20). I.e. ojI (G maps 
(35) 
Combining equations (21) and (34) gives: 
l:!!!!!!!.. The IIIOIIlentum mal!. J:rt x TBe .. 8;/ for the action (35) Is 91ven by: 
J(f A Y) D -ff (x,p) dp - div V. mom' • mom (36) 
Ve may now describe the reduced Poisson manifold In te~ of densities 
f(x,v) defined on position-velocity space. 
Proposition. The reduced manifold (s* x T~)o • J-I(O)/G may be Identified 
with the Maxwell-Vlnov phase space 
MY D {(f.B,E)ldlv B· 0 and dlv E DIf(X,V) dv.) 
~. To each (f~,A,y) In J-1(0) we associate the triple (f,O,E) In 
MY where 
f(x,v) D f (x,v t A(x», B ~ curl A, and E· -Yo 
-
The condition J(fmom,A,Y)' 0 Is equivalent, by (36), to the Maxwell 
equation dlv E a If(X,v) dv In the definition of MY. It is easy to check 
that elements of J-I(O) are associated to the same (f,B,E) if and only 
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If they are related by a gauge transformation (lS), so our association gives 
a 1-1 correspondence between J-I(O)/G and MV. • 
By the genera I theory of reduct lon, KV Inherits a Poisson structure 
• * from the one on s x T. Since the lIamlltonhn (29) is invariant under G, 
It foHows that the Maxwell-Vlasov equations are a Bamlllonian system on 
MY with respect to this structure. We can compute the explicit forll1 of the 
Inherited Poisson structure In the variables (f,B,E). In fact, a direct 
calculation USing the chain rule shows that (2B) beclllIIes (21). This is ho .. 
one arrives at the following result. 
Theorem. The bracket (27) makes (MV) Into a Poisson IlIo1nlfol~.,-.!..II.e 
Maxwell-Vlasov equations are equivalent to tlte evolution equalio,,-~ r • 
If ,H) !!.!!. (MV), where II Is 9iven by (25). 
• lectures presented at the University of llouston, IlOvember, 1981. lh~nH 
are due to the edl tor f91' help In the preparation of tile IIIoInuscript. The 
results here are based on joint work with Phil Holmes and Alan Weinstein. 
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J W NEUBERGER 
Use of steepest descent for systems of 
conservation equations 
Many systems of conservation equations have the f0tm 
ut g v.f(u,vu) , 
u' [O,T) x n ... Rit , n eRn. Often, however, a IOOre COClllIICJH~ for •. 1\ 
found: 
Q(u)t ; V.F(u,vu) 
stu) " 0, 
u: (O,T] X n ... Rk+q, n eRn, Q: Rktq ... Rk , 
(I) 
(2) 
S Rktq Rq k+q n(k+q) nk : .., F: R X R ... R • Examples are found In no.)ny 1,IJces 
(cf (n, [6]). 
Some backgroun:t for the present work Is found In (21, I) I. 
Often problem (2) can be changed into (I) by using th~ conelltl"n S: ... ) • 0 
to el illiinate q of the unknowns and by using same change of V4r14111t·~ to 
convert the term (Q(ull t Into the form ut • However slnct' 4",'II(4tlon~ 
often seem to lead to problems naturoJlly e.pressed In form IZI. It \(!t""\ 
worthwhile to study (2) directly. We consider homogeneou\ bouII'hry condi. 
tlons on 61l together with Initial conditions. 
We Introduce a strategy for a time-stepping procedure. II~ 4t 'IrU dis-
cretlze tn time only. Take M for a tlme·sllce of a \olutlon ,t " lI",c to' 
We seek an esttmate v at time tot6 by seeking to mlnlOltzl' 
